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Abstract
In multicellular organisms, relations among parts and between parts and the whole are contextual and interdependent.
These organisms and their cells are ontogenetically linked: an organism starts as a cell that divides producing non-
identical cells, which organize in tri-dimensional patterns. These association patterns and cells types change as tissues
and organs are formed. This contextuality and circularity makes it difficult to establish detailed cause and effect
relationships. Here we propose an approach to overcome these intrinsic difficulties by combining the use of two models;
1) an experimental one that employs 3D culture technology to obtain the structures of the mammary gland, namely,
ducts and acini, and 2) a mathematical model based on biological principles.
The typical approach for mathematical modeling in biology is to apply mathematical tools and concepts developed
originally in physics or computer sciences. Instead, we propose to construct a mathematical model based on proper
biological principles. Specifically, we use principles identified as fundamental for the elaboration of a theory of organisms,
namely i) the default state of cell proliferation with variation and motility and ii) the principle of organization by closure
of constraints.
This model has a biological component, the cells, and a physical component, a matrix which contains collagen fibers.
Cells display agency and move and proliferate unless constrained; they exert mechanical forces that i) act on collagen
fibers and ii) on other cells. As fibers organize, they constrain the cells on their ability to move and to proliferate. The
model exhibits a circularity that can be interpreted in terms of closure of constraints.
Implementing the mathematical model shows that constraints to the default state are sufficient to explain ductal
and acinar formation, and points to a target of future research, namely, to inhibitors of cell proliferation and motility
generated by the epithelial cells. The success of this model suggests a step-wise approach whereby additional constraints
imposed by the tissue and the organism could be examined in silico and rigorously tested by in vitro and in vivo
experiments, in accordance with the organicist perspective we embrace.
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Theory and fact are equally strong and utterly
interdependent; one has no meaning without the
other. We need theory to organize and interpret
facts, even to know what we can or might observe.
And we need facts to validate theories and give
them substance. Theory and fact are equally
strong and utterly interdependent; one has no
meaning without the other. We need theory to
organize and interpret facts, even to know what we
can or might observe. And we need facts to
validate theories and give them substance.
S.J. Gould (1998)
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1. Introduction
Scientific theories provide organizing principles and con-
struct objectivity by framing observations and experiments
(Longo & Soto, this issue). On the one hand, theories
construct the proper observables and on the other they
provide the framework for studying them. Good theo-
ries, like Newton’s law of inertia and the conservation of
momentum from his 3rd law were never abandoned but
were reinstated while physics underwent further theoreti-
cal changes. Indeed, a deeper understanding of these prin-
ciples was gained through E. Noether’s theorems which
justify the conservation properties of energy and momenta
in terms of symmetries in the state equations (van Fraassen
1989). However, a theory does not need to be “right” to
guide the praxis of good experiments. Even a “wrong” the-
ory can be useful if, when proven incorrect it is modified
or even dismissed.
Here we demonstrate that the application of the prin-
ciples we propose to use for the construction of a theory of
organisms results in a better understanding of morphogen-
esis (the generation of biological form) than the common
practice of using metaphors derived from the mathemat-
ical theory of information as theoretical background [for
a critique see Perret and Longo in this issue, and (Longo
et al. 2015)]. Our approach diverges from the biophysical
methodology which is based on conservation principles and
their associated symmetries, on the one hand, and with op-
timization principles, on the other. In contrast, biology is
about an incessant breaking of symmetries (Longo et al.
2015; Longo and Montévil 2011; Longo and Soto, this is-
sue). Taking mammary gland morphogenesis as an exam-
ple, here we show that our theoretical principles are useful
to provide a framework for the mathematical modelling
of tissue morphogenesis. We will focus on the manner in
which we propose to deal with cellular behavior.
2. Theoretical principles
We begin by identifying a foundational principle, the
default state of cells, which is proliferation with variation
and motility. This default state is a manifestation of the
agency of living objects, and thus, a cause; it does not
need an explanation or an external cause (Longo et al.
2015, Soto et al. 2016). The default state is what happens
when nothing is done to the system. Second, we adopt
the notion that organismal constraints prevent the expres-
sion of the default state. This means that constraints de-
termine when proliferation with variation and/or motility
are allowed to instantiate. Third, we consider it essen-
tial to stress that biological processes make full sense only
in the context of the organism in which they take place.
As stated by Claude Bernard: “The physiologist and the
physician must never forget that the living being comprises
an organism and an individuality. If we decompose the liv-
ing organism into its various parts, it is only for the sake
of experimental analysis, not for them to be understood
separately. Indeed, when we wish to ascribe to a phys-
iological quality its value and true significance, we must
always refer to this whole and draw our final conclusions
only in relation to its effects in the whole.” We address
this aspect of biological integration using the notion of
closure of constraints (see Mossio et al this issue). These
constraints are considered “local invariants” because they
do not change at the time scale of the process they influ-
ence. In an organism, these constraints depend collectively
on each other thus attaining closure. In turn, closure pro-
vides an understanding of the relative stability of biological
organizations. Fourth, organisms spontaneously undergo
variation. A fundamental generator of variation is the de-
fault state. Unlike physical systems, biological ones are not
framed by invariants and invariant preserving transforma-
tions. Instead, the flow of time is associated with qualita-
tive changes of organization that cannot be stated a priori.
This original feature is directly related to the historical na-
ture of biological objects, since a specific object is the re-
sult of this unpredictable accumulation of changes (Longo
et al. 2015, this issue, Montévil et al, this issue). Another
notion that becomes fundamental through this principle
of variation is that of contextuality. Indeed, understand-
ing biological organization requires taking into account its
interaction with the surrounding environment, both at a
given time-point and through the successive environments
that biological objects traverse (Soto and Sonnenschein
2005)(see Miquel and Hwang, Montévil et al and Sonnen-
schein and Soto in this issue). In addition to the role that
constraints play in canalizing processes, they make possi-
ble the appearance of new constraints and thus changes
of organization. Lastly, the framing principle states that
biological phenomena should be understood as the non-
identical iterations of morphogenetic processes. Biological
processes iterate at all levels of organization. Organiza-
tion involves iteration through the circularity of closures,
but organization itself is also iterated as reproduction. In-
side organisms, structures are also iterated, for example
in the case of branching morphogenesis. In all cases, the
principle of variation applies so that each iteration may be
associated with unpredictable qualitative changes (Longo
et al. 2015).
Together these principles provide a genuinely biological
framework for the understanding of organismal phenom-
ena. This framework combines the integrative viewpoint
inherited from physiology, the centrality of biological vari-
ation that derives from the theory of evolution and the
default state that links organismal and evolutionary biol-
ogy.
3. The mammary gland as a model system
The mammary gland is made up of two main tissue
types, namely, i) the epithelial parenchyma, its function is
to produce and deliver milk, and ii) the stroma which sur-
rounds and supports the epithelium. The stroma is com-
posed of various cell types (fibroblasts, adipocytes, and
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immune cells), blood vessels, nerves, and an extracellular
fibrous matrix of which the main component is collagen
type-I. In the resting gland the epithelium is organized into
a ductal tree. During pregnancy a second epithelial com-
partment, the alveoli, develop from the ducts; these are
the structures that produce and secrete milk. Throughout
development, reciprocal interactions between the epithe-
lium and the stroma are responsible for the structure and
function of mammary glands. Perturbations of epithelial-
stromal interactions result in various pathologies includ-
ing neoplasms (Soto and Sonnenschein 2011, Sonnenschein
and Soto 2016).
The mammary gland undergoes morphological and func-
tional changes throughout life. Mammary organogenesis
has been studied in most detail in rodents. In mice, the
mammary placodes become visible between embryonic day
(E) 11 and 12 and they then develop into mammary buds
by E13. At this time, several layers of mesenchyme con-
dense surrounding the buds in a concentric fashion. In
female mouse embryos the mammary bud sprouts and in-
vades the presumptive fat pad. At E18, the mammary ep-
ithelium consists of an incipient ductal tree (Balinsky 1950;
Robinson et al. 1999). Although fetal mammary gland
development occurs even in the absence of receptors for
mammotropic hormones suggesting that these hormones
are not required at this stage, fetal mammary morphogen-
esis can be altered by exposure to hormonally-active chem-
icals (Vandenberg et al. 2007; Vandenberg et al. 2007).
From the onset of puberty, the development of the mam-
mary gland is subject to hormonal regulation. At the onset
of puberty, estrogens induce the formation of club-shaped
structures at the end of the ducts, called terminal end buds
(TEBs). Thereafter, the epithelium begins to fill the fat
pad and branches. Progesterone induces lateral branch-
ing. If pregnancy occurs, prolactin in combination with
estrogen and progesterone initiates a characteristic lobu-
loalveolar development [reviewed in (Brisken and O’Malley
2010)]. When lactation ceases, involution of the alveolar
structures occurs and the mammary gland returns to its
resting state.
3.1. Biological models for the study of mammary gland bi-
ology
3D culture systems allow for the dynamic study of ep-
ithelial morphogenesis and the organization of the stroma.
These models are intended to mimic conditions prevailing
in a living organism while reducing the number of con-
straints present in vivo to those which theoretically and/or
empirically are considered to be the most relevant ones for
the subject study. When designing a 3D culture model
one must first define the main characteristics of the target
tissue that the model aims to reproduce, and which stage
of mammary gland development the investigator is inter-
ested in reproducing in vitro. The objective of mimicking
the tissue of origin is tempered by the need to make it
manageable by reducing the model to a few components.
This allows the researcher to infer from these results the
contribution of these components to the mammary gland
phenotype in vivo. The resulting model may then be com-
pared to more complex ones resulting from the step-wise
addition of relevant components, and eventually to the be-
havior of the gland in situ.
Epithelial–stromal interactions can be studied using 3D
co-cultures of epithelial and stromal cells by analyzing ma-
trix remodeling and epithelial morphogenesis. With regard
to matrices the most biologically relevant ones are those
that provide the structure and rigidity of the model tissue
that allows the cellular components to attain characteris-
tics seen in the breast.
Here we focus on collagen-based matrices since collagen
is a main component of the mammary stroma that allows
for breast epithelial cells to organize into structures that
closely resemble those observed in vivo (Krause et al. 2012;
Krause et al. 2008; Dhimolea et al. 2010; Speroni et al.
2014; Barnes et al. 2014).
3.1.1. MCF10A 3D culture model
To test the mathematical model, we used data gener-
ated using the MCF10A 3D culture model described in
(Barnes et al. 2014). In this 3D culture model, the pro-
portion of acinar and ductal structures can be modified
by changing the concentration of reconstituted basement
membrane (Matrigel) in the extracellular matrix (ECM)
(Krause et al. 2008; Barnes et al. 2014). Briefly, MCF10A
human breast epithelial cells were seeded in either bovine
type-I collagen matrix or in mixed matrices containing col-
lagen and Matrigel at 5 and 50% v/v. The final colla-
gen concentration in all gels was 1.0 mg/ml. Gels were
prepared by carefully pouring 500 µl of the cell-matrix
mixture into wells of a glass-bottomed 6 well plate. The
gels were allowed to solidify for 30 min at 37°C before
adding 1.5 ml of cell maintenance culture medium into
each well. Cultures were maintained at 37°C in an atmo-
sphere containing 6% CO2/94% and 100% humidity 5 or
7 days, and the medium was changed every 2 days. Live
cell-imaging was conducted with a Leica SP5 microscope
(Leica-Microsystems, Germany). Simultaneous reflectance
confocal microscopy (RCM) and bright-field images were
acquired using a 40×, 1.1 numerical aperture, water im-
mersion objective with separate photomultiplier tubes us-
ing the Argon 488 nm laser line. The RCM signal was
collected between wavelengths of 478–498 nm with a pin-
hole size of 57 µm. For additional details see (Barnes et
al. 2014).
3.2. Current mathematical models of mammary gland mor-
phogenesis
Several types of mathematical models have been used
for the study of mammary gland morphogenesis. These
models focus on distinct aspects of this phenomenon, and
address a given aspect at a particular time and space scale.
These diverse models also focus on different kinds of de-
terminants, some chemical, some mechanical, some both.
3
Object studied Modeling cell prolif-eration Modeling motility Implicit default state Reference
Collagen net-
work remodeling Not discussed.
ECM constrains move-
ment. Motility.
(Harjanto and
Zaman 2013)
Collagen and fi-
broblasts Not discussed.
Cells spontaneously exert
forces and move. Stress
may prevent motion.
Motility. (Dallon et al.2014)
Acinus in 2D
Limited space prevents
proliferation. Although
not included in the math
model, it is stated that
proliferation is regulated
by signals/growth fac-
tors.
Not discussed.
Proliferation (quiescence
is invoked the discus-
sion).
(Rejniak and
Anderson
2008)
Acinus in 3D
Only cells adjacent to the
basement membrane pro-
liferate. Cells have a pro-
liferative potential that
decreases at each divi-
sion.
Not discussed.
Shifts from proliferation
to quiescence as time
elapses. Not discussed
for inner cells.
(Tang et al.
2011)
Review on bio-
physical cell self-
assembly
No proliferation.
Cells show trend to move
modeled by a parameter
formally similar to tem-
perature.
If this "temperature pa-
rameter" is an intrinsic
property of cells, the de-
fault state is motility,
otherwise quiescence.
(Neagu 2006)
Terminal End
Buds
Not causal analysis (measured or assessed indi-
rectly). NA
(Paine et al.
2016)
Epithelial tree
Components resulting
from the action of matrix
metalloproteinases are
inferred to stimulate cell
proliferation.
Not discussed. Quiescence. (Grant et al.2004)
Table 1: Cell behavior according to current mathematical models of mammary gland morphogenesis.
Oftentimes the modelers make mathematical hypothe-
ses on the behavior of cells without making explicit the
broader biological significance of these hypotheses. Our
mathematical model instead is based on general biolog-
ical principles. Some models seem to implicitly rely on
the default state that we propose: that is, cells sponta-
neously move or proliferate and the model discusses spe-
cific constraints on these behaviors. In other models, cells
are quiescent without any constraints acting on them and
chemicals stimulate proliferation and/or movement with-
out removing constraints. Still, in other models even op-
posite behaviors co-exist and no explicit attempt to rec-
oncile these opposites is made. In Table 1 we review the
way several models deal with cell behavior.
In these models assumptions on cell behavior are largely
ad hoc, varying from one model to another. Occasionally,
the model and its interpretation in the Discussion are in-
consistent. For example, in (Rejniak and Anderson 2008)
proliferation is constrained by the available space but it is
also attributed to "signals".
Various models implicitly adopt the premise that the
default state of cells is proliferation or motility. Other
models (Grant et al. 2004) do not adopt this premise; how-
ever they may be reinterpreted by adopting our principles.
In the Grant et al model, the matrix metalloproteinases are
assumed to have a positive effect on proliferation by de-
grading the ECM. Because the authors also infer that the
default state is quiescence, they assume that this degrada-
tion produces a chemical which stimulates proliferation. A
simpler hypothesis that we favor is that this degradation
removes the mechanical constraint of the ECM on the de-
fault state of cell proliferation with variation and motility.
To our knowledge, no model of mammary gland morpho-
genesis has taken both aspects of our default state into
account.
The main aim of this article is to emphasize that mak-
ing explicit the assumption that the default state is pro-
liferation with variation and motility enables us to model
morphogenesis on precise theoretical bases. The models
reviewed above focus on different aspects of mammary
gland morphogenesis. For instance, models of ECM re-
modeling focus on fibroblasts and do not discuss epithelial
morphogenesis. Several agent-based models focus on the
behavior of epithelial cells during acinus formation in con-
ditions that preclude ductal morphogenesis. Finally, other
models focus on larger scale organogenesis but do not pro-
vide a detailed account of cellular behavior. Determinants
of these models are either chemical, mechanical forces or
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empty space. Note however that in most cases morpho-
genesis is assumed to be driven by chemical interactions
(Iber and Menshykau 2013). This article will focus on the
formation of epithelial structures, mostly ducts but also
acini on the basis of mechanical interactions between cells
and between cells and the ECM.
Mammary gland morphogenesis in vivo requires an in-
terplay between the epithelial compartment and the stroma
which contains fibroblasts, adipocytes and ECM. Our sim-
plified model contains epithelial cells and a stroma de-
void of cells but containing the ECM which in vivo would
be a product of the stromal cells. The assumption that
the ECM is the mechanically important component of the
stroma opens the possibility to explore a set of minimal
and manageable conditions that allow for a bi-stable de-
termination of acini and ducts, the two structures that
characterize the mammary gland parenchyma. In the rest
of the text we will discuss all experimental results and
mathematical assumptions under the hypothesis that the
default state of cells is proliferation with variation and
motility.
3.3. From the 3D culture model to a mathematical model
3.3.1. Proliferation
As expected from the default state, breast epithelial
cells proliferate maximally in serumless medium. Addition
of hormone-free serum to culture medium results in a dose-
dependent inhibition of cell proliferation. This is due to
the effect of serum albumin, a main constraint for the pro-
liferation of estrogen-target cells. This constraint could be
lifted by lowering albumin or serum concentration, a pro-
cedure easily performed in 2D cell cultures, or by adding
estrogens, which is the natural way the organism uses to
neutralize the effect of serum albumin (Sonnenschein et al.
1996).
Additional constraints are those imposed by cell-cell
contact, which are weaker in 2D culture than in 3D. This
is because 3D structures allow for cell-cell contact in prac-
tically all directions, while in 2D these contacts are more
restricted. For example, the estrogen-sensitive T47D cell
line is inhibited from proliferating when placed in medium
containing serum. This constraint is lifted by the addition
of estrogen. When placed in 2D culture, the cell number
ratio between serum plus estrogen and serum without es-
trogen is 3.75, while the same experiment performed in 3D
culture results in a ratio of 2.5 (Speroni et al. 2014). These
data indicate that the organization of cells into epithe-
lial structures constrains cell proliferation more effectively
than the one in 2D culture, where cells are not organized
into closely packed epithelial structures. Additionally, in
2D cultures cells attach to the bottom of the culture dish,
a surface that is exceedingly more rigid than the condi-
tions these very cells encounter within the tissue of origin.
In contrast, 3D cultures could be engineered to mimic the
rigidity of the tissue of origin.
3.3.2. Motility
In classical mechanics, motion is a consequence of ex-
ternal forces. In biology, the situation is different but
compatible with mechanics. Cells need a configuration of
forces to be able to move; for example, they need a support
to be able to crawl on it, or fibers to which they can attach
and pull in order to move. However, unlike inert objects,
cells initiate movement on their own. In other words, they
are autonomous agents which express their default state
(Sonnenschein and Soto, 1999). Cells move unless there
are constraints which prevent them from doing so. Re-
ciprocally, a given mechanical force acting upon biological
entities such as cells produces clearly different effects than
forces acting on inert matter (Soto et al. 2008; Longo and
Montévil 2014). For example, gravity in mechanics is just
a force proportional to the mass of the object and oriented
towards the center of the earth. In biology, however, grav-
ity becomes a constant constraint, which has not been al-
tered since the origin of life. Biological organization reacts
to it in various ways. For example, swim bladders, wings,
limbs and tree trunks are responsive to gravitational force
but are not explained by it. The behavior of molecules
in cells and the overall behavior of tissues and organs are
massively impacted when in microgravity conditions (Biz-
zarri et al. 2014).
The constraints to motility that cells experience in the
tissue environment can be modeled in a 3D culture sys-
tem. In this system, the tissue environment is recreated
by the matrix in which the cells are seeded. Cells exert
their motility by using filopodia and pseudopodia. When
they encounter a structure such as a fiber they can use
it for locomotion or pull on it to attach. Breast epithe-
lial cells seeded in a fibrilar matrix emit projections in all
directions soon after seeding (Figure 1; video 1). This pro-
cess allows cell elongation which precedes the formation of
ducts (tubular structures) and branching (Barnes et al.
2014). Amorphous, non-fibrilar matrix proteins as well as
fibers also oppose migration and cause resistance due to
their relative rigidity and their lack of pores (Figure 2).
Breast epithelial cells growing in a non-fibrilar matrix dis-
play limited motility and emit short projections into the
matrix that retract soon afterwards. Cells rotate and di-
vide resulting in the formation of an acinus, a sphere with
a central lumen (Tanner et al. 2012) (Figure 3; video 2).
Cell movement is also constrained by the pore size of the
matrix, this is mostly determined by fiber alignment, fiber
density and abundance of non-fibrous matrix materials.
Other factors such as pore size and matrix rigidity could
contribute to the morphological differences of the epithelial
structures. Pore size is bigger in the fibrilar matrix than
in the globular matrix (Figure 2). The globular matrix is
stiffer than the fibrilar matrix, however this proved to be
a minor contributor to epithelial phenotype compared to
collagen fiber distribution (Barnes et al. 2014).
Cell adhesion . Cells can adhere to each other after di-
vision of their progenitor; they can also attach to any mi-
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Figure 1: Projections of breast epithelial cells seeded in a fibrilar matrix. Soon after seeding cells emit projections in all directions; these
projections are involved in collagen organization. Still images from video 1 at 3, 4, 5 and 6 hours after seeding.
Figure 2: SEM images of epithelial structures and their matrix at
day 5. (A) Collagen fibers are clearly distinguished in a collagen-only
matrix. (B) Addition of 5% Matrigel results in a globular rather
than fibrilar matrix. (C) The globular matrix is more compact in
50% Matrigel. (D) Tube-like cell processes (arrows) are observed at
the tip of a duct in a collagen-only matrix. (E) Ductal and (F) aci-
nar structures in 5% Matrigel; Matrigel forms a localized coating in
areas surrounding the acinus. (G) An acinus grown in 50% Matrigel;
collagen fibers are not visible. Scale bar, 10 µm in A to C and 15 µm
in D to G. Reproduced with permission from (Barnes et al. 2014).
Figure 3: Breast epithelial cells forming an acinus in a non-fibrilar
matrix at day 4. Cells display limited motility and emit only short
projections into the matrix (arrow). Cells rotate and divide resulting
in the formation of an acinus, a sphere with a central lumen (circle).
Still image from video 2.
grant cells they encounter. Once an epithelial structure,
such as a duct or an acinus, is formed, adhesion will be
maintained as new cells are formed or replaced. Adhe-
sion constrains the motion of cells. During ductal mor-
phogenesis, single cells can detach from the main struc-
ture and may also be incorporated back into the struc-
ture from which they detached (Figure 4, video 3). This
phenomenon suggests an environment-sensing strategy as
well as a means used by epithelial structures to modify the
matrix prior to growth in a certain direction. During lu-
men formation, cells migrate toward the periphery of the
epithelial structure leaving a space that will be filled by
fluid.
3.3.3. Determination of the system
The increase in cell number due to the unconstrained
default state brings about re-distribution of fluids, reorga-
nization of fibers and a certain degree of matrix compres-
sion, and/or matrix degradation. Elongation is accompa-
nied by fiber organization into bundles projecting in the
direction of the ductal tip (Barnes et al. 2014). Colla-
gen bundles facilitate the merging of epithelial structures
initially positioned at a long distance range (Guo et al.
2012)(Figure 5, Video 4).
Acellular collagen gels contain small fibers that are
not seen using the classical picrosirius red/polarized light
method to visualize collagen fibers. However, a similar
collagen gel containing cells reveals a very different pic-
ture; twenty-four hours after seeding the cells, small yel-
low fibers are detected (Figure 6). This experiment shows
that cells organize collagen fibers. In other words, cells
exert forces upon fibers, and fibers transmit these forces
for quite long distances (Guo et al. 2012).
As collagen fibers progressively organize, they constrain
the proliferation and motility of cells. These constraints
may be positive like those that facilitate cell migration
along fibers or negative like the ones hindering migration
orthogonally, and those due to “pore” formation when the
collagen fibers organize into a network. Additionally, cells
constrain other cells mechanically. The reciprocal interac-
tions between the collagen and the cells are illustrated in
Figure 7 which emphasizes the separation of the system
into a physical component, the collagen, and a biological
component, the cells. In this diagram the behavior of the
cells is determined by the default state and the constraints
exerted on it.
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Figure 4: Branching duct at day 7 of culture. A cell (arrow) detaches from the main structure and is incorporated back into the same
structure. Still images from video 3, each frame corresponds to one hour.
Figure 5: Collagen fibers and breast epithelial structures after 6 days
in culture. Cells organize collagen in a collagen only matrix and the
collagen bundles (green) facilitate the merging of epithelial struc-
tures. Still image from video 4. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web ver-
sion of this article).
Figure 6: Evidence of cell activity on collagen organization. Col-
lagen fibers rearrangement in a fibrillar matrix containing no cells,
fibroblasts (RMF) or MCF10A breast epithelial cells, 24 h after seed-
ing. Whole mount picrosirius red staining/polarized light imaging;
scale bar 100 µm. Reproduced with permission from (Dhimolea et
al. 2010).
Cells Collagen (matrix)
Exert forces
Constrain proliferation and motility
Constrain each other Transmit forces
Biological component Physical component
Figure 7: Schematic representation of the determination of the 3D
biological model. We analyze morphogenesis as the interaction be-
tween a physical and a biological component. The physical compo-
nent is mostly made out of collagen and is determined by physical
principles in the absence of cells. Collagen undergoes spontaneous
gel formation; however, its structure does not change much spon-
taneously after this process. Cells are agents which act upon other
cells and collagen fibers organizing them. The formation of epithe-
lial structures by cells is modeled from the default state; cells and
collagen constrain this default state.
4. Implementing a model based on these princi-
ples
We propose a mathematical model of morphogenesis
in 3D cultures that we analyze by computer simulations.
In this article this model is used as a proof of concept.
A mathematical description of our model is provided in
Appendix A. Our model is based on the principles that we
propose for the construction of a theory of organisms. Our
theoretical framework restricts what is acceptable in order
to model cellular behavior. For example, it is unacceptable
for cells to be proliferatively quiescent without an explicit
constraint keeping them in this state. Of course, in the
presence of a strong constraint cells will become quiescent
and will remain as such for the duration of the constraint.
4.1. Components of the model
The 3D culture gel is represented as a lattice, in three
dimensions. The model is based on different layers that
interact with each other:
i) A mechanical forces layer. Each elementary cube of
our model exerts forces on the adjacent cubes. Forces
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propagate in space. Their orientation and propaga-
tion depends on the orientation of collagen fibers.
ii) A cellular layer, which has three possible states: pres-
ence of a live cell, a dead cell (in the case of lumen
formation), or no cell, in which case the cube contains
ECM.
iii) The collagen layer is approached at a mesoscopic scale
and does not represent individual fibers. Each cube
of collagen has a main orientation which will transmit
forces farther, and this orientation is random in the
initial conditions. This orientation is also relevant for
cellular behavior (see below). Note that this layer
represents the cytoskeleton in the cubes occupied by
cells. Collagen tends to align with forces that are
exerted on it.
iv) An inhibitory layer. Cells around the lumen produce a
short range inhibition of both proliferation and motil-
ity. This layer can be interpreted either as the forma-
tion of a basal membrane or as a chemical inhibitor.
Both aspects are biologically relevant and could be
split into two different types of inhibition in future
work.
v) A “nutrient" layer governed by diffusion. Cells con-
sume nutrients. If there are not enough nutrients,
cells die leading to lumen formation. The main point
here is not to produce an accurate account of lumen
formation, but instead to take into account the con-
sequences of lumen formation on morphogenesis as a
lumen would disrupt the transmission of forces.
4.2. Cellular behavior:
Cells express four different behaviors:
i) Cells exert forces on each other and on the collagen
network. The orientation of these forces is influenced
by both the neighboring cells and there is also a ran-
dom component. The magnitude of the force depends
on the content of the neighboring cube. More pre-
cisely, the force exerted depends on the position with
respect to the cell, the orientation of the cytoskeleton
of the cell and the orientation of the collagen fibers in
the case of an action upon a collagen fiber or fascicle.
Additionally, cells tend to oppose strong mechanical
stress.
ii) Cells have a defined generation time and divide, ex-
cept when there are constraints which prevents them
from doing so. The new cell will occupy a random
spot. When this spot is already occupied, the cell
cannot proliferate; the cell will make another attempt
at the next iteration of the simulation loop.
iii) Cells move randomly unless this movement is con-
strained.
iv) Cells die when they lack nutrients. Unlike the other
behaviors, this one is an ad-hoc addition to create a
lumen, since the steps involved in lumen formation
are not well known. There is evidence for cell death
and for cell migration, but the cue provoking lumen
formation is unknown.
In this analysis, cell motility has two components: the
forces exerted by cells and cell movement. Cell movement
involves detachment and reattachment to other cells and
to the extracellular matrix.
4.3. Constraints on proliferation:
i) Cells tend to proliferate along the direction of forces.
The stronger the forces, the stronger the constraint
becomes. In the case of three cells being aligned, the
one in the middle may be unable to proliferate if there
is a force in the direction of their alignment.
ii) Strong mechanical stress slows down proliferation; this
constraint is not required for the model to work.
iii) The inhibitory layer prevents proliferation.
4.4. Constraints on cell movement:
i) A strong mechanical stress slows down movement; this
is not required for the model to work. Also, as the
number of neighboring cells increases, the stronger the
effect of cell adhesion, which prevents the cell from
initiating movement.
ii) Movement is facilitated when it occurs along collagen
fibers.
iii) Movement is facilitated towards other cells.
iv) The inhibitory layer prevents movement.
4.5. Results of implementing the mathematical model
The model that we propose exhibits a circularity that
can be interpreted in terms of closure (Figure 8). This
circularity concerns constraints acting on i) processes such
as physical forces and ii) directly on the default state.
The implementation of this mathematical model gen-
erates biologically relevant results. When in collagen, cells
form elongated structures that can be interpreted as ducts.
When we remove the effects of collagen’s fibrilar structure,
in order to mimic a globular matrix (Matrigel), cells form
spherical structures.
4.5.1. Duct formation
A single cell is surrounded by collagen. This cell starts
to exert forces on the collagen and organizes it. The cell
will proliferate and may move. The epithelial structure
acquires additional cells through cell proliferation. Cells
move but they mostly stay attached to the structure. Cells
in the middle of the structure can neither move nor pro-
liferate. The cells exert forces on each other and on the
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Medium (nutrients, oxygen)
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Cell Extra-cellular matrix
Figure 8: Schematic representation of the theoretical model. Chemical energy and chemicals from the medium are transformed by cells into
the constraints at play in the system. Processes of transformation are represented by straight arrows. The action of constraints on these
processes are represented by zig-zag arrows. Constraints on the default state point to a cell. All cells in the model are represented by a single
cell (green). Note that we single out the cytoskeleton as a particularly relevant aspect of cellular organization in our model. This scheme
shows the circularity of the reciprocal interactions and how cells collectively constitute their own constraints leading to morphogenesis.
collagen. This leads to the appearance of a dominant di-
rection in which these forces are exerted and collagen is
reorganized. This direction is often that of the forces ex-
erted initially by the first cell and also depends on initial
collagen configuration. Motility and proliferation are facil-
itated along this main direction, while they are inhibited
in the direction perpendicular to this force. As a result,
the structure acquires an elongated shape. The structure
grows following this dynamic until it reaches a size large
enough for the lumen to form at the thickest part of the
structure, which is close to the initial position of the first
cell. In the context of lumen formation the inhibitor con-
strains proliferation and motility and inhibits the growth
in the width of the structure in the vicinity of a lumen.
In contrast, the tips of the elongated structure are not in-
hibited and elongate further without apparent restriction
(Figure 9, videos 5 and 6).
In some cases, the constraints leading to duct formation
can become disorganized at one of the tips. In such case,
the main direction of forces exerted may change, leading
to a change in the growth direction of the duct. In other
cases, this disorganization leads to a bifurcation in the
main direction of the constraints and to branching (videos
7 and 8). These phenomena will be the subject of further
studies.
4.5.2. Acinus formation:
The addition of Matrigel, to a collagen matrix changes
the gel properties by coating the collagen fibers and thus
hindering fiber organization (Barnes et al. 2014). In this
case, collagen fibers are not accessible to the epithelial
cells, which prevents the establishment of a main direction
in the forces exerted by the cells. Moreover, these forces
are exerted exclusively on cells rather than on fibers. As a
result, the epithelial structure grows in an isotropic man-
ner, and when the lumen is formed and the inhibitor is se-
creted, all cells are constrained. The acinus being formed
is a smooth structure due to the constrained motility of
cells, each of which is constrained by the many cells sur-
rounding them (Figure 10, video 9).
5. The in vitro system and the organism
How faithfully does this in vitro system represent a
phenomenon occurring inside the organism? By accepting
the reciprocal relationship between the whole (organism)
and its parts, it is difficult to conceive that a sub-system
would operate in a biologically relevant fashion when out-
side the organism. However, there are examples in em-
bryology of the relative autonomy of parts at a particular
point in space-time, as for example, the autonomy of limb
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Figure 9: Formation of a duct by the mathematical model. A) cells are represented in green and the ductal lumen in orange, in three
dimensions and over time. B) depiction of a plane of the model over time. The lines represent collagen orientation; shorter lines mean that
the orientation of collagen is mostly along the vertical axis. Circles represent cells, and crosses represent lumen. Cells organize collagen over
time by exerting forces, and collagen constrains cell proliferation and motility. These interactions lead to the emergence of a main direction
of growth. See also corresponding videos 5 and 6.
morphogenesis upon transplantation of the limb morpho-
genetic field to an ectopic location. Additionally, parceling
a whole does not prevent us from ascertaining whether or
not the in vitro process arrives at similar outcomes as those
observed in vivo. How faithfully does this in vitro system
represent a phenomenon occurring inside the organism?
By accepting the reciprocal relationship between the whole
(organism) and its parts, it is difficult to conceive that a
sub-system would operate in a biologically relevant fashion
when outside the organism. However, there are examples
in embryology of the relative autonomy of parts at a par-
ticular point in space-time, as for example, the autonomy
of limb morphogenesis upon transplantation of the limb
morphogenetic field to an ectopic location. Additionally,
parceling a whole does not prevent us from ascertaining
whether or not the in vitro process arrives at similar out-
comes as those observed in vivo.
Which constraints are required for a relevant model of
tissue morphogenesis?
i) Biological meaning is construed by applying similar
constraints to those which operate in vivo and which
seem to play a role in the determination of the phe-
nomenon. In this way, we can “reduce” the number of
constraints to those necessary to answer our specific
question. Deviations from expected results may po-
tentially indicate additional constraints which could
then be identified.
ii) Constraints that are absolutely required to allow the
cells to continue being alive (pH, nutrients, temper-
ature) and to express their default state in condi-
tions that replicate as much as possible the conditions
present in the organism. The “optimization” of these
basal conditions is done experimentally by ascertain-
ing that the cells can proliferate as fast as possible and
that the cellular phenotype that we wish to study is
obtained. This is done in 2D cultures.
iii) Another consideration is the historicity and specificity
of biological systems. For example, fibroblasts to be
used in a 3D culture of the mammary gland are iso-
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Figure 10: Formation of an acinus by the mathematical model. A)
cells are represented in green and the lumen in orange, in 3 dimen-
sions over time. B) depiction of a plane of the model over time.
The lines represent collagen orientation; shorter lines mean that the
orientation of collagen is along the vertical axis. Circles represent
cells, and crosses represent lumen. Here we remove the interactions
between the ECM and the cells in order to mimic the effect of Ma-
trigel. In this condition, the cells proliferate and move in an isotropic
manner leading to the formation of a rounded structure. See also
corresponding video 9.
lated from human breast tissue and used within 6 pas-
sages to avoid excessive deviation from the in situ con-
dition. Along the same lines, established epithelial
cells are maintained in standardized conditions that
result in the reproducibility of the phenomenon stud-
ied (i.e., duct formation) and the cell phenotype (i.e.,
response to a given hormone).
iv) In vitro 3D models allow researchers to manipulate
constraints beyond the range operating in vivo. That
is, constraints are determined by the organism and
its parts, while in the in vitro model the researcher
also plays a direct role in modifying these constraints
and parameterizing them. For example, we can ma-
nipulate the rigidity of the mammary gland model to
that of bone, and learn how rigidity affects shape be-
yond the limits imposed by the organism (Weaver et
al. 1995). This type of manipulation revealed that
high rigidity inhibits lumen formation and makes ep-
ithelial structures disorganize in a way reminiscent of
neoplasms (Paszek et al. 2005).
v) Specific organism level constraints induce the tissue
to undergo morphological changes required for proper
organ function at the right time. Hormone action on
the mammary gland is an example of this. At the
onset of puberty, estrogen influences the formation of
TEBs, the structure at the end of the ducts that in-
vades the stroma and guides ductal growth until the
ductal tree fills the fat pad. Progesterone promotes
side-branching and during pregnancy prolactin facili-
tates acinar development in preparation for lactation.
A classical biochemical interpretation would reduce
the phenomenon to a hormone-receptor interaction
triggering signaling pathways inside the cell. How-
ever, this approach does not have the capacity to ex-
plain the shape changes resulting from these hormonal
influences. From the tissue perspective, exposure to
hormones leads to changes in collagen fiber organi-
zation which enable the cells to generate various ep-
ithelial organization patterns. In a hormone-sensitive
3D culture model, epithelial structures resulting from
exposure to estrogen in combination with a progesto-
gen or prolactin were more irregular in shape than the
elongated, smooth structures resulting from exposure
to estrogen alone. Consistently, combined hormone
treatment resulted in higher collagen density variabil-
ity within 20 µm from the epithelial structure com-
pared to E2 alone (Speroni et al. 2014) (Figure 11).
Figure 11: Effect of exposure to hormones on epithelial morphogen-
esis. Hormones acting on cells generate changes in collagen fiber or-
ganization which enable the cells to generate various epithelial orga-
nization patterns. Hormone-sensitive epithelial structures resulting
from exposure to estrogen (E2) in combination with promegestone
or prolactin were more irregular in shape than the elongated, smooth
structures resulting from exposure to E2 alone. Consistently, com-
bined hormone treatment resulted in higher collagen density variabil-
ity within 20 µm from the epithelial structure compared to E2 alone.
(A) Second harmonic generation (SHG) images, collagen fibers in
white; (B) fiber density maps on merged SHG and two-photon ex-
cited fluorescence channels. Scale bar: 50 µm. Reproduced with
permission from (Speroni et al. 2014).
6. Conclusions
We posited that experimental research guided by the
global theoretical approach that we are proposing would be
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different from that of the prevailing ones which are mostly
guided by the metaphors of information, signal and pro-
gram borrowed from mathematical information theories
(Longo et al. 2012). Often times, modelers entering bi-
ological research treat biological objects as if they were
either physical objects or computer programs. In this is-
sue, we have presented critiques to these approaches and
suggested biological singularities that have to be taken
into consideration when constructing a biological theory
(Longo and Soto, this issue, Longo et al. 2015). On the
one hand, the metaphorical use of information pushes the
experimenter to seek causality in terms of discrete struc-
tures, namely molecules, in particular DNA. This view pre-
cludes physical “constraints”, like the ones analyzed here,
to causally contribute to the generation and maintenance
of the organism unless they are digitally encoded as molec-
ular signs. On the other hand, biophysical approaches
involve hypotheses which are not sound in biology, such
as optimization principles in the behavior of cells. The
approach adopted herein is based on two of the principles
proposed as foundations for a theory of organisms, namely,
the default state and organizational closure. We explored
whether it would be possible and informative to model
epithelial glandular morphogenesis from these biological
principles, rather than the usual procedure of transferring
mathematical structures developed for the understanding
of physical phenomena into biological ones or proposing
that cells follow a program. It is worth stressing that
the former represents true mathematical modeling which
is based on the theoretical framework of the discipline to
which the modeled phenomenon pertains, while the latter,
properly described as imitation, uses principles from one
discipline and applies them to another without a critical
appraisal of their theoretical meaning when transported
into a different theoretical context.
In this initial modeling effort, applying the two princi-
ples (default state and constraints leading to closure) were
sufficient to show the formation of ducts and acini. Cells
generated forces that were transmitted to neighboring cells
and collagen fibers, which in turn created constraints to
movement and proliferation (Figures 7 & 8). Addition-
ally, constraints to the default state are sufficient to ex-
plain ductal and acinar formation, and point to a target
of future research, namely, the inhibitors of cell prolifer-
ation and motility which in this mathematical model are
generated by the epithelial cells. Finally, the success of
this modeling effort performed as a “proof of principle”
opens the possibility for a step-wise approach whereby ad-
ditional constraints imposed by the tissue (e.g., additional
cell types) and the organism (e.g., hormones) could be as-
sessed in silico and rigorously tested by in vitro and in
vivo experiments.
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A. Mathematical description of the model
In this appendix, we describe the mathematical model
of epithelial morphogenesis in collagen gels that we pro-
pose as a proof of concept for the use of the notion of pro-
liferation with variation and motility as the default state
of cells.
A gel is described as a three dimensional material whose
properties change over time.
In our simulations, collagen and more generally the sys-
tem is approximated as a three dimensional lattice with
different dimensions corresponding to the different scalar
or vector fields relevant to the system (collagen orienta-
tion, chemical concentrations, presence of cells, etc). The
program has a main loop which corresponds to the update
of cellular behaviors. The updates of collagen or chemi-
cals are performed by sub-loops. This implementation is
justified by the assumption that the characteristic speed
of processes described by the sub-loops is faster than the
cellular changes. All coefficients are given with respect to
the time scale of the main loop.
Initially, every element of the array has a random col-
lagen orientation with a uniform distribution and every
element is independent of the other. The nutrient layer is
set uniformly to 1 and the inhibitory layer to 0. A single
cell is typically put in position (25, 25, 25) in a 50×50×50
array.
A.1. Collagen and forces
We only take into account the mean orientations of
the fibers. This mean orientation provides a vector for
every element of the lattice, thus defining a vector field−→
C (x, y, z, t). Collagen orientation vectors have norm 1. In
order to lighten the notation we will keep the normaliza-
tion of the vectors implicit in this text. Note that for all
intend and purpose, vectors
−→
C (x, y, z, t) and −−→C (x, y, z, t)
are equivalent because we assume that collagen fibers are
not oriented; thus, this symmetry is respected in all equa-
tions.
Forces are represented by several vector fields−→
F i(x, y, z, t), with i = x, y, or z.
−→
F x(x, y, z, t) corresponds
to the force exerted by the element in position (x− 1, y, z)
on the element in position (x, y, z) at time t. Note that ac-
cording to the principle of reaction of classical mechanics,
−−→F x(x, y, z, t) is then the force exerted by the element in
position (x, y, z) on the element in position (x − 1, y, z).
Collagen is considered as an anisotropic elastic material
at short time scales. Collagen orientation is altered at
a larger time scales. We simulate the collagen and force
propagation by the finite difference method.
The anisotropy of collagen is modeled by a Young’s
modulus which depends on collagen orientation:(
(1− α)−→C (x, y, z, t) + α
)
(1− d)
(we use d = 0.1 and α = 0.5). The representation of col-
lagen that we use is a crude macroscopic representation,
but we feel that it is a computationally “lightweight” ap-
proach that is sufficient to understand the morphogenesis
of the epithelial structures of interest. Note also that both
the mathematical and the biological models that we dis-
cuss aim ultimately to understand morphogenesis in vivo.
3D cell cultures are already an experimental model of this
phenomenon. As a result, there is no reason here to aim
for a highly detailed representation of collagen.
Cells transmit forces in the same manner than collagen
(orientation is then the orientation of the cytoskeleton).
Cells may also exert forces; this is discussed below. How-
ever, elements which describe the lumen do not transmit
forces.
Collagen changes its orientation when forces are ex-
erted on it, more precisely
−→
C (x, y, z, t+ 1) = 
−→
C (x, y, z, t) +
∆t
F1τc
−→
F (x, y, z, t)
This equation is valid modulo a normalization and a
sign factor. Here,  = ±1 so that the two vectors have
the same orientation (a positive dot product) which ac-
count for the fact that collagen orientation is defined up
to a factor −1 ,as mentioned above. We use a relatively
small ∆t/F1τc (0.01) because remodeling is a relatively
slow process in comparison with mechanical equilibrium.
This equation corresponds to an averaging of the orienta-
tion of collagen and of the orientation of the forces at each
time step with a weight of the force that depends on its
magnitude.
In the case of acini formation in Matrigel, we assume
that cells cannot exert forces on the extracellular matrix.
In our model, this assumption is equivalent to the assump-
tion that the extracellular matrix cannot transmit forces.
Cells will respond to the stress exerted on it:
−→
F (x, y, z, t) =
−→
F x(x, y, z, t) +
−→
F y(x, y, z, t)
+
−→
F z(x, y, z, t) +
−→
F x(x+ 1, y, z, t)
+
−→
F y(x, y + 1, z, t) +
−→
F z(x, y, z + 1, t)
Note that the different axes of this stress may be com-
pressive or tensile independently. Also the expression above
means that we do not distinguish shear stress from axial
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stress for the cellular response which is a simplifying ap-
proximation.
We also assume that the magnitude of this vector is a
relevant quantity for cells:
Fm(x, y, z, t) =
∥∥∥−→F (x, y, z, t)∥∥∥
A.2. Chemical layers
We consider two chemical concentration scalar fields.
The first is the “nutrient” layer which is involved in lumen
formation. We model this layer by a diffusion equation
with fixed boundary conditions (set to 1), and we simu-
late it by finite differences. Cells consume these nutrients.
When the local concentration in nutrient is below a thresh-
old, the cell dies which leads to lumen formation at the
center of structures.
The second chemical component is the inhibitory layer
discussed in the text. It is simulated as a chemical that
decays rapidly and diffuses. Its effects are thus confined to
the neighborhood of its sources. The sources are cells adja-
cent to a lumen. Because of these specific features, extra-
cellular matrix deposition in the same region would have
approximately the same distribution pattern. When this
layer is above a threshold in a given element occupied by a
cell, both proliferation and motility are impossible for this
cell. Further work will aim to distinguish the properties
of a chemical inhibitor and the properties of the basement
membrane components secreted by epithelial cells.
A.3. Cellular proliferation and motility
A.3.1. Cell Movement
Wemodel cell-cell contact interactions in a macroscopic
manner. We consider nnei(x, y, z, t) the number of neigh-
bors of a cell at position (x, y, z). Note that we normalize
the contribution of every neighbor by distances, so that
a cell that is a neighbor with a relative position (1, 1, 0)
counts for 1/
√
2. We also use the distribution of probabil-
ity px,y,z,t with
p(x,y,z,t)(i, j, k) ∝ δ(x+ i, y + j, z + k, t)×(
nnei (x+ i, y + j, z + k, t) +
0.5√
i2 + j2 + k2
)2
where (i, j, k) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}3 − (0, 0, 0) and δ(x + i, y +
j, z+k, t) is 1 if there are no cell in this position or 0 other-
wise. Note that the counts here ignore the cell at position
(x, y, z) since this cell is the object under influence of the
other cells in our uses of this distribution. This distribu-
tion means that the choice of a direction is isotropic for an
isolated cell. However, when there are other cells next to
it, a cell will tend to select a direction towards the other
cells even though the opposite is still possible.
In the absence of the inhibitor discussed above, cells
initiate motion with a probability
exp
(
−Fm(x, y, z, t)
fm
− nnei(x, y, z, t)
ninhib
)
Here, fm is the characteristic magnitude of the inhibi-
tion of cell movement by physical forces (we use fm = 40).
The inhibition of motility by cell to cell contact is de-
scribed by ninhib (we use ninhib = 3). Then, the possible
motion follows a random direction −→r with the probability
distribution p(x,y,z,t). This motion leads to the new posi-
tion (x′, y′, z′). The motion is performed if the following
condition is met:
nnei(x
′, y′, z′, t) + 0.5
nnei(x, y, z, t) + 0.5
∏
−→v
( |−→r .−→v |+ 0.25
||−→v ||+ 0.25
)1/3
−X > 0
where X is a random variable with uniform distribu-
tion over [0, 1] and −→v is −→C (x, y, z, t),−→C (x′, y′, z′, t) and−→
F (x′, y′, z′, t). We thus assume that movement is facil-
itated towards positions where the number of neighbor-
ing cells is larger than in the initial position. Positions
which are easier to access correspond to a displacement in
the direction of collagen orientation and local forces. We
combine these last effects by considering their geometric
average.
A.3.2. Proliferation
Every cell has an internal variable θ which corresponds
to the progress of its cell cycle. Cells may only proliferate
when θ reaches 1. In the lack of the inhibitor mentioned
above, θ is incremented by ∆θ = ∆t/τp (we use ∆θ = 1/6)
where ∆t is the duration of an iteration of the program and
τpis the time required for proliferation when there are no
constraints (maximal proliferation).
When θ reaches 1, the cell attempts to proliferate with
a probability exp(−Fm(x, y, z, t)/fp) where fp is a char-
acteristic magnitude of the inhibition of proliferation by
physical forces (we use fp = 80). The direction in which
the cell tries to proliferate is given by a combination of
F (x, y, z, t) and a random vector −→r generated on the basis
of the probability distribution px,y,z,t described for motil-
ity. This random vector leads to the position (x′, y′, z′)
that is a neighbor of the initial position. More precisely
the direction of the proliferation attempt is given by:
1
−→
F (x, y, z, t) + 2wc
−→
C (x, y, z, t) + wrnnei(x
′, y′, z′, t)−→r
Let us recall that C in an element occupied by a cell
represents the orientation of the cytoskeleton. wc is the
impact of the cytoskeleton orientation on the direction of
proliferation; we use wc = 1. wr is the weight of the ran-
dom factor. Of course, all these weights are relative to the
magnitude of the force F . i are random coefficients with
values which are either 1 or −1. If the resulting direction
in which the new cell would appear is occupied, the pro-
cess is aborted and a proliferation attempt is performed at
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the next time step. Cells never stop trying to proliferate,
but they will stop proliferating when strongly constrained.
A.4. Cellular forces
Every cell has an internal variable
−→
φ (t) (a normalized
vector) which corresponds to the retention of the direction
of the former forces it exerted. This vector corresponds to
the orientation in which the cell “chooses” to preferentially
pull or push. The new orientation is:
−→
φ (t+ 1) = 10
−→
φ (t) + 2X +
−→
F (x, y, z, t)
− 0.5Fm(x, y, z, t)2−→F (x, y, z, t) +
∑
−→v ∈A
−→v .−→C (x, y, z, t)−→v
where the sum is over the set A of directions to neigh-
bor positions which are occupied by cells. X is a random
vector of norm 1. Note that cells react to forces by am-
plifying small forces and opposing strong forces which we
model by the polynomial response above.
The force that a cell at position (x, y, z) can exert on
an adjacent element at (x, y, z) +−→v = (x′, y′, z′) is:
(∣∣∣−→v .−→C (x, y, z, t)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣−→C (x, y, z, t).−→C (x′, y′, z′, t)∣∣∣)F−→v
where F is either Fcell if the adjacent position (x′, y′, z′)
is a cell or Fcol if this position is occupied by collagen. We
use, for example, Fcell = 4 and Fcol = 3.
Then the force that the cell attempts to exert is finally:
(∣∣∣−→v .−→C (x, y, z, t)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣−→C (x, y, z, t).−→C (x′, y′, z′, t)∣∣∣)F−→v .−→φ (t)−→v
The forces exerted by cells are added to the forces
present in the collagen gel, and the new mechanical system
is then simulated. Note that the force effectively exerted
may be different because the mechanical simulation of the
system leads to the elimination of systemic inconsistencies.
For example in our model it is not possible for the cell to
exert forces on the lumen.
B. Supplementary videos
The videos will open by clicking on the images, alter-
natively they may be found at:
http://montevil.theobio.org/en/content/videos-
modeling-mammary-organogenesis-biological-first-
principles-cells-and-their-physical
Video 1: Projections of breast epithelial cells seeded in a fibrilar
matrix. Cells emit projections in all directions soon after seeding.
These cell projections are involved in collagen organization.
Video 2: Breast epithelial cells forming an acinus in a non-fibrilar
matrix at day 4. Cells display limited motility and emit only short
projections into the matrix. Cells rotate and divide resulting in the
formation of an acinus, a sphere with a central lumen.
Video 3: Branching duct at day 7 of culture. A cell detaches from
the main structure and is incorporated back into the structure.
Video 4: Collagen fibers and breast epithelial structures after 6 days
in culture. Cells organize collagen in a collagen only matrix and the
collagen bundles (green) facilitate the merging of epithelial struc-
tures.
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Video 5: Formation of a duct by the mathematical model. Cells are
represented in green and the ductal lumen in orange in 3 dimensions.
Cells organize collagen over time by exerting forces; in turn, collagen
constrains cell proliferation and motility. These interactions lead to
the emergence of a main direction of growth.
Video 6: Formation of a duct by the mathematical model. Cells are
represented in green and the ductal lumen in orange in 3 dimensions.
Cells organize collagen over time by exerting forces; in turn, collagen
constrains cell proliferation and motility. These interactions lead to
the emergence of a main direction of growth.
Video 7: Formation of branching ducts by the mathematical model.
Cells are represented in green and the ductal lumen in orange in 3
dimensions. Ducts branch spontaneously in our model (see also the
end of video 5 and 6). For these simulations, we reduced the range
of the inhibitor which increases the odds of branching.
Video 8: Formation of branching ducts by the mathematical model.
Cells are represented in green and the ductal lumen in orange in 3
dimensions. Ducts branch spontaneously in our model (see also the
end of video 5 and 6). For these simulations, we reduced the range
of the inhibitor which increases the odds of branching.
Video 9: Formation of an acinus by the mathematical model. Cells
are represented in green and the lumen in orange in 3 dimensions.
Here, the interactions between the ECM and the cells were removed
in order to mimic the effect of Matrigel. In this condition, cells
proliferate and move in an isotropic manner leading to the formation
of a rounded structure.
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